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Jogne Valley
Charmey

 SOMMET DE VOUNETZ TRAIL
 Snowshoe trail (SwitzerlandMobility - 271)

 Description

DIFFICULTY 
DIFFICULT

TYPE OF ACTIVITY
SPORT

DURATION 2.45 HOURS LENTH 4.9 KM

POSITIVE ALTITUDE 450 M NEGATIVE ALTITUDE 450 M

ALTITUDE MIN. 1131 M ALTITUDE MAX. 1607 M

PARKING AND START LES CHARRIÈRES 3, 1637 CHARMEY (P)
MIDWAY STATION ON THE CABLE CAR (S)

This trail takes you to the top of Vounetz. From the midway station on the 

cable car, the route crosses the mountain pastures and the ski area before 

reaching the summit. The second part offers a beautiful panoramic view with 

the mountain Berra, the Vanil Noir and the Moléson.

This snowshoe loop hike begins above Charmey at the midway cable car station. The 

path passes a mountain chalet with a roof made from timber shingles. The route then 

climbs steadily along the edge of the forest. As you walk, you will have views of the 

Jogne valley, the Dent de Broc and the Vanil Noir in turn. When you reach the Tissi-

nèva chalet, walk along the ridge to reach the summit. The second part of the walk 

offers one of the most beautiful panoramic views of La Gruyère and its main peaks: 

The Berra, the Vanil Noir and the Moléson.

You can take a break along the way at L’Auberge Tissiniva, a mountain restaurant 

with a magnificent view over the Fribourg Pre-Alps. The Dents Vertes restaurant on 

the Vounetz summit is also open all winter. See the mighty peaks of the Vaud and 

Fribourg Alps rowing up in the foreground. Behind them the view extends all the way 

to the Dents Vertes and the Mont Blanc.

The return from the peak leads mostly through the forest. Past the Drotsu d’en Haut 

chalet, located in a beautiful clearing, the trail takes some turns below the cable car. 

Shortly thereafter, it joins the uphill path and follows it, although going downhill now, 

back to the midway station.

This unprepared itinerary is marked. You take this trail at your own risk. 
Snowshoeing is done in the mountains, therefore, certain rules must be 
respected for your safety.

2 cm = 200 m

More information at
www.la-gruyere.ch/snowshoeing


